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Experimentally determined intensity correlation functions of a single-mode dye laser
are compared with theoretically predicted forms given in a recent paper by Graham,
Hohnerbach, and Schenzle. Although good agreement is obtained in some cases for which

the parameters are chosen for best fit, large discrepancies appear for other working

points of the laser. These results suggest that the dynamical theory of the dye laser
needs to be modified.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Mv

It is well known from several experiments"
that, the behavior of a single-mode dye laser in
the region of threshold is not well described by
the usual single-mode laser theory. Although the
theory has been modified to include possible con-
tributions from triplet states of the dye molec-
ules, "it does not appear that triplet states alone
can adequately account for the observed switch-
ing behavior of the laser near threshold.

We have suggested' that small pumping fluctua-
tions, possibly connected with the flow of the dye
or with the ion laser that pumps the dye laser,
may be responsible for the observed effects.
Measurements of the relative intensity fluctua-
tions ((M)~)/(I) as a function of (I) were found
to be reasonably consistent with such a hypoth-
esis. ' More recently a similar idea has been
further developed into a dynamical theory by
Graham, Hohnerbach, and Schenzle" and Schen-
zle and Brand, ' in which the fluctuations of the

pump parameter are included in the equation of
motion as a form of multiplicative noise. The
intrinsic quantum or spontaneous emission fluc-
tuations, on the other hand, are assumed to be
comparatively unimportant above threshold.

The theory of Graham, Hohnerbach, and Schen-
zle' and Schenzle and Brand' gives not only quite
a good account of the observed instantaneous fluc-
tuations of the laser field, but it also allows the
time development of the intensity fluctuations to
be tested against experiment. By choosing pa-
rameters for best fit with the data, Graham,
Hohnerbach, and Schenzle succeeded in obtaining
excellent agreement between one of the measured
and one of the predicted two-time intensity cor-
relation functions, ' which suggests that the theory
is on the right track. However, one curve is not

W, (I) =[q I -'/r(o. )]exp(-qI),

with

q =—Q„/4A„o. =- a„/Q„.
It follows from this that the relative intensity
fluctuations are given by

&(0) =- ((~)')/(I )' =1/,
and the mean intensity is

(I)= n/q =4A, o./Q„,

(3)

(6)

decisive, because the theory contains a free pa-
rameter; one really should look at a family of
intensity correlation functions at different work-
ing points of the laser for a more searching test
of the model. When such a test is carried out,
quite large discrepancies between theory and

experiment are encountered, which suggests
that the dynamical aspects of the laser model
need to be modified.

Graham, Hohnerbach, and Schenzle' and Schen-
zle and Brand' describe the laser on resonance
by a dimensionless equation of motion of the usu-
al form,

@(t)=[a,(t) -A,
l &(t) I'] &(t), (1)

in which $(t) is the single-mode laser field, and

A, is a constant describing the saturation. How-

ever, a,(t) is taken to be a fluctuating pump pa-
rameter, which is regarded as a 6 correlated,
Gaussian random process of mean asap,

(2)

Equation (1) has been solved, "and the steady-
state distribution W, (I) of the light intensity I
=

I
hl' above threshold a„&0 takes the form of a

y distribution, '
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so that

~(0) = ~,/Q„(&).

If the noise parameter Q
' tak» is en tobe inde-

pendent of the working point of the laser then
x(0) 1/(I ).

The solution of the time-dependent equation
leads to the folioo e o lowing integral expression for the
normalized intensity correlation function' '

~(f') -=(~f(t) ~1(t+t'))/(I)'

( )
exp(-u'T)
16u'I'(u)

(u'+x')x sinh(~x)! I (-,'u+ ,'tx—)!'e (-x'T)
cos h(&x) —c

os�(~

u)
(9)

with T=——'&,'Q„t—. The two parameters u and Q„
therefore completely determine the form of the
predicted correlation function A(t ).

We start by testing for the predicted reciprocal
relationship between A.(0) and (I) when» is
constant. Fi ur'g e 1 shows mea, sured values' of
ZO atat various laser intensities (I) f thor ree

erent wavelengths, superimposed on theoreti-
cal curves of the form given by Eq. (7). Although

the experimental points exh b t fi i a air amount of
scatter the d

the h oth
, the data are generally consist t then wi

e ypothesis that Q» is independent of the laser
eng . Q» shouldworking point at any one wavelen th If

15~ o
vary with I), it cannot be by mor th 10o

/o over the range in question, and certainly not

by a factor 3 or 4.
Let uet us now compare the measured and predicted

!forms of A(t) when Q» is constant. The correla, -
tion functions A(t) measured in Ref. 2 were all
found to be well described by the sum of three
exponentials, at least one of which has a rather
long time constant. ' Graham, Hohnerbaeh, and

Schenzle have argued that their theory should not
be expected to account for the long tail, which
should be subtracted out. ' They hav th
f-tt de the theory not to the experimentally deter-
mined correlation function' X(t), but rather to
A($) -A(100 psec) in the range t&100 psec only
For consistency we have followed the same meth-
od below.

Our procedure, which is similar to theirs is
to start from tfrom the measured values of A. (t) —A. (100
gsec), as given in Ref. 2, which yields u accord-
ing to Eq. (5) with an accuracy of order 10% or
better. With this value of u Eq. (9) is then used
to derive the parameter Q» that produces the
best fit with thb t f with the corresponding correlation A.(t).

(0) 5627 A

I 1
~(0)=4.5/&j: 5784 A

1 5999 A

~(0) = 3/&I&

X(0) =1.6/& I&
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FIG. 1. ComC mparison of the experimental and theoret-

wavelen hs. Th
ical relationship between X(0) and (I) at threea ree different
wave engths. The broken curves are based on Eq. (7).

20 40 60
t in p.sec

FIG. 2. Com parison of theoretical and experimental
correlation functions at 5627 )( f hor t e case n = 1/A, (0}
= 0.52. The full curve is experimental from R f
and the bro

rom e. 2,
e broken curve is derived (Refs. 5 and 8) from

Eq. (9) with Q «= 0.18 @sec
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FIG. 3. Comparison of theoretical dan experimental
correlation functions at 5627 A fo
= 1.05.

or the case e= 1/A. (0)
The full curve is experimental from

and the broken and do
en rom Ref. 2,

en an dotted curves are derived (Refs
and 8) from Eq. (9).

e es. 5

FIG. 4. oC mparison of theoretical d
eorrelatxon functions at 5627

an experimental
A, fo th as = 1/A(0)

e ull curve is experimental from Ref. 2

and the broken and do tted curves are derived (Ref
and 8) from Fq. (9).

es. 5

With the help of our data, for n = —' Qra am
ac, and Schenzle' have conclud d thue at

p,sec . We use the same va. lue of
below, together with the diff

1l
e i erent derived values

o o, , to compare the theoretical forms of A(t)
given by E . &9~q. & ~ with the measured forms, ' for
different working points of the laser.

The results of such a compa
F 0

mparzson are shown in
igs. 2-4. In each case the full curves are ex-

perimental and tha, an they are extracted from the dat
- quares procedure. Figure 5 of Re .

gives an indication of the dispersions of theo e actual
s a ou the least-squares curve, which

is quite well defined. The b k

with i
t eoretical and they are derived from E (9)q.

Fig. 2 the a
» and n obtained as describ d bi e a ove. In

e agreement is excellent but th'

data set for which
u xs is the

or w ich Q» was chosen for best fit. It
corresponds to Fig. 3 of R f 5
~ ~

e . . For other work-
in s progressivelying points of the laser one finds ro r

worse fit, and by the time a & 1, the disagree-

sta
ment between theory and expe t '

remen is quite sub-
s antial. The situation would be somewhat worse
even, if the subtractions described abo
not made.

i e a ove were

It is ossiblp
' e to improve the agreement b

adjustining Q» each time for best fit with the d
en y

but this re u'squires large changes of Q». The do-
wi e ata,

ted curves in Fi s 3in igs. and 4 are obtained whe Q»
e dot-

is adjusted in this way and t t drea e as a free pa-
rameter each time. Althou h th dug e eter mination

of the best-fittin cur'
g ve xs somewhat subjective,

a even the bestit is clear from Figs. 3 and 4 that e
one does not always fit very well. Mor
values of re

we . oreover, theo» required for best fit in Figs. 3 d
4 differ soo substantially {by more than a fa

igs. and

of 3) from the
an a actor

Fi . 2
e yy value derived earlier fr

'g. as to contradict complet l th
rom

e y e inverse
proportionality between X(0) d ( )an I that is clear-
y emonstrated by the data in Fig. 1
We are therefore led to conclude that the cor-

relation properties of th d 1e ye aser are not al-
ways well described by E . (9)
that the fluctu

q. . It is possible
a e luctuations of the pump parameter are

not suffieientl r' '
n y rapid to be representable by a 6-

cor related noise. Indeed ther
that the

ere is some evidence
a the pumping fluctuations may be slower

rather than fasr an aster, than the intrinsic intensity

of Gr
fluctuations of the laser field. ' Alt hough the idea

zle a
o raham, Hohnerbach and S h l 'c enz e and Schen-
z e and Brand' that the dye laser behavior is
dominated bina e y pumping fluctuations may yet turn
out to be correct tc, he challenge to construct an
adequate dynamical theory remains.
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The structure of wall plasmas near neutralizer plates or limiters is calculated with a
kinetic transport model which includes binary collision processes between the various

ion, atomic, and molecular species, and the self-consistent electrostatic field. A fam-

ily of solutions is found which may be used in calculating removal of heat and impurities.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.55.6b

This Letter reports a self-consistent solution
to the problem of the structure of a plasma adja-
cent to a solid surface, such as a divertor neu-
tralizer plate or limiter. A plasma near such a
surface will be affected by the cold gas collision-
ally released from the surface. In steady state
the return flux of cold gas replaces the ion flux
burying itself in the surface, and contributes, in
its various ionization states, a significant compo-
nent to the plasma structure. This structure,
with its accompanying electrostatic field, con-
trols heat and impurity transport to the surface,
and sputtering from the surface. Understanding
its nature is fundamental to the general question
of plasma confinement, and particularly to the
operation of divertors and limiters.

For plasma densities and temperatures envi-
sioned in divertor chambers the mean free paths
for momentum exchange are on the order of, or
long relative to, mean ionization lengths for a
cold species in the plasma. Near a surface the
plasma thus will be far from local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE), and the electrostatic poten-
tial will strongly influence the distribution func--
tions of the slow ions. ' To specify the potential,

however, requires knowledge of these distribu-
tion functions. The problem thus demands an ap-
proach which will generate both distribution func-
tions and potential self -consistently.

Presented here are the results of such a calcu-
lation for a Maxwellian hydrogen plasma with ion
temperature T; incident on a surface which is re-
emitting molecular hydrogen H, ' at a surface tem-
perature T,. The calculation is kinetic in the
sense that the ions and electrons are subject to
acceleration by the electric field only; momentum-
transfer collisions are ignored. This is a rea-
sonable assumption for T & 50 eV. The calculation
assumes a steady state, and is limited to an (r,
v„) phase space, where' is normal to the sur-
face. Electrons are taken to have a spatially
isothermal Boltzmann distribution with a temper-
ature &, equal to the incoming ion temperature,
7, . The ion flux to the surface is assumed to be
completely absorbed, and the return molecular
flux is some multiple R (by mass) of this inci-
dent flux.

Collisions with ions and electrons will ionize
and dissociate the cold gas flowing from the sur-
face, and are included in the calculation. The
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